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josh Meraz

 I’m originally from Brawley, CA. I love drawing, painting and 
short walks on the beach. I am currently a student of graphic 
design at Kent State University and live no where near a beach.

Kerry Trautman

Kerry Trautman writes at dawn in Findlay, Ohio. She reads regularly
with the Broadway Bards at the Original Sub Shop in downtown
Toledo, and is a member of The Toledo Poetry Museum. Her
poetry and short fiction have appeared in various print and online
journals, including The Toledo Review, PoetryLetter, Alimentum,
The Coe Review, The Country Mouse, Glass: A Journal of Poetry,
and Think Journal; as well as in the anthologies, Tuesday Nights at
Sam and Andy’s Uptown Café (Westron Press, 2001), and
Mourning Sickness (Omniarts 2008).
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Ryan Warner
Ryan Warner is an artist, musician, writer, and editor of
splat art magazine. He enjoys the creative genius of fine 
craft beer brewers, his familiy, long daydreaming ses-
sions, and strapping a bag of cameras to his back and 
spending the day on his bike or longboard following 
his creative currents. 

The gallivanting and endearingly idiotic founder of getdelicious-
DOTnet that resides in cars, on rooftops and riding trains.  
Read him talking about music here, http://www.getdelicious.
net/.  Download his music here and friend his other band 
here http://oldmanandgirl.bandcamp.com/.  A tumblr of 
bizarre fiction coming soon, The Strangler! http://strangeler.
tumblr.com/

Zak McCune

Michael Kocinski
Michael Kocinski was born and raised in Toledo, OH, where he
has participated in the poetry community as an open-mic host,
event coordinator, performer, tutor and peer editor, and coeditor
of the short lived poetry magazine The Cornfed Angel. He
recently moved to a small farm in Ida, MI, with his family. Now he
lives with several hundred chickens, eight cows, several dozen
peach trees, and the skeletons of decommissioned farm machinery.
He’s a founding member of the Almeda St. Poetry Co-op
and the Toledo Poetry Museum. A few of his poems have found
homes in The Mid American Review, The Toledo Review, Bear
Creek Haiku, Glass: A Journal of Poetry, and Rusty Truck.
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Opening LetterNkp ws phflph
welcome to our 4th issue of splat art magazine. i want
 to first thank all of you readers that we have gained 
all over the world...the magazine has already exceeded any 
idea i had of how many people would actually read this 
magazine. second of all i want to thank all of my friends and 
writers and other people that have helped in any way
to create this thing. i never actually dreamed that i would 
have a team of contributors...but i do and they are truely 
awesome people. thank you. i also want to thank our former 
p.r. person chirs. who had to leave this week due to 
other obligations..you will be missed. thank you for all of your 
hard work over the months. so it’s early morning now...i just 
finished laying up the magazine...why wait till morning after a 
good night of sleep...it just wouldn’t be the same laying this 
thing out on sleep...now would it. we got a great painter from 
chicago in here, zaks own photos and story from calrion st., 
a collage artist, some work of my own, some finnegans from 
mike, and a photographer, and a great comic...also part 2 of 
our vide game and art 
article. now go enjoy this thing...have fun 
exploring it@!!

floyd- 2:39 a.m 
sept. 4 2011
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Hideaway
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I have been a fan of Susan Zalenski’s work on Deviant Art since I came across her 
page. She graciously accepted to letting me pick her brain about her work, the use 
of the iphone in the photography world, and about being experimental. 

Who or What got you interested in photography and why did you 
continue to shoot film when most of the rest of the world is shooting 
digital?

I’ve taken almost every art class imaginable. But I feel that photography is the 
only decent art form well within my reach.  You don’t need to be exceptionally 
talented to create compelling and interesting photographs. 

I grew up shooting on film with a little 110 camera and it wasn’t until the late 
2000s that I actually owned a compact digital camera I enjoyed using. So I was 
using film exclusively up until a few years ago. 

Some point along the way I was introduced to the Holga/Lomography movement. I 
wonder if it is now becoming a “hipster cliché”, but I saw the beauty in the 
less-than-perfect images. I liked the fact that perfection was not the goal of this 
type of photography.
I bought myself a Holga (120 film) and let myself go. That camera has since broken 
and I’m currently waiting for a new Holga (35 mm this time!)

I also managed to collect a number of analog cameras from thrift stores and yard 
sales. Many of them still function so I’ve been slowly experimenting with them as 
well. 

I mostly shoot with my iPhone’s Hipstamatic and my compact Panasonic Lumix, 
mainly because the analog film process is much slower and the cameras are bulky. 
I always have my phone and Panasonic with me!

What cameras do you use to shoot with and what editing programs 
do you use, or do you work in a darkroom?

I use several editing programs. I’ve been exploring Photoshop Elements and use 
PhotoScape and CameraBag. I also use several iPhone apps to edit the Hipstamatic 
and iPhone pictures.

Current cameras that are “in action” - an Argus Rangefinder, a Fisher-Price 35mm 
(toy camera). I’m still exploring a Zenit 35mm, a Pentacon 5 Medium Format. Some-
one gave me a Canon 40E 35mm with a zoom lens that I also need to play with. Too
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Looking Up
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Cactus
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Maine Street
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Birdie
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Leaf
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many cameras, so little time.

What influences your work?

I watch a number of experimental photographers on Deviant Art who inspire me. 
I’m also a photographer of convenience - meaning I rarely make a production out 
of my photographs – most of them are very spontaneous. I photograph things that 
catch my attention and wait for the exciting results (sometimes the results are 
less than exciting). 

I would like to photograph more still life images, put more effort and thought into 
a composition.

Your work has a very vintage feel to it and at times is pretty experi-
mental. How does this come about? Is it something that just happens 
with the film cameras or is it something that you tend do in an editing 
program?

The ‘vintage feel’ is quite digital, I must say, except in the Holga and TTV (Thru The 
Viewfinder) shots I’ve taken.

What are your thoughts on the iphone camera apps? Do you think 
they are making good artistic photographers obsolete since an aver-
age person can now push a button on their phone, then use an app 
to create an image that looks similar to the work that you or I would 
do with film?

I read a blog post written by a photographer about Hipstamatic – he stated that 
Hipstamatic doesn’t make you a good photographer, even though the photos 
tend to look interesting. Generally, I agree but I’d remove the seriousness from his 
statements.  I think anything that makes photography available and interesting 
is a positive thing…for me it’s been a bridge back to learning about photography 
basics and the real history behind why we cherish these ‘vintage digital’ images.

I was reading your latest journal entry on Deviant Art. Would you 
have any interest in drawing a Splat Art Snoopy? He is my all-time 
favorite.

I can certainly give it a try…I might be a little rusty.
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Do you have a hard time getting your film processed or do you stick 
mainly with 35mm film? I shoot 120mm with my Holga and Brownie 
Hawkeye and have had to resort to sending my film out to get it 
processed.

There is a local place where I can drop off my film but its hours are inconvenient so 
I tend to send my film out for processing.

Slow
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urban exploration
by ryan warner

One of my favorite things to do is walk around with a camera...and even better 
than that is to walk around with a bag of cameras in a city and see what I can 
find. Everytime that I take a road trip i always bring my bag of cameras hoping 
for a chance to have some time to go exploring the urban landscape. Here are a 
few of the photographs that I have taken over the years on my urban 
explorations. 

Chicago #7
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Phone Booth 
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VTC-Ceep Chicago

Looking UP
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the “L” standing pad
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Hotel Felix
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Chicago Bike Rack
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Restaraunt Chairs
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Natalie Scarlett
by michael kocinski
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Natalie Scarlett is a Dean of Wonder at the Universal School of Beautification. She 
is a damselfly-headed woman from the Yellow World. She is a firebird. She is the 
Daughter of the River and the City. I met her when she was fifteen, in a 
coffee shop where we talked about poems, ballet, Lepidoptera, siblings, the blood 
of Christ, Chopin and Annie Dillard. She drank Coca-Cola from a can glistening 
with condensation and I had coffee with half and half, and two packets of sugar 
in the raw. Natalie makes tea out of everything in the spice cupbopard, the best 
ginger snaps you’ll ever have, and vegetable soup to die for. She’ll give it to you 
in a jelly jar, wiped out and air dried in the dish rack. She’s married to a man who 
rolls his own cigarettes, makes mandolins, and wears a kilt unselfconciously. She 
writes, occasionally gardens, directs theater, enjoys tasty beer, bike rides, and 
bank fishing on the Maumee River and other places. You will love her as I do. Here, 
a conversation with Natalie, and a few of her poems for your pleasure.

When you want to read an amazing poem, where do you go? I 
mean, who do you turn to?

Alright, so where do I go to read amazing poems? I usually go to the new arrival 
shelves at the library to see the new acquisitions before they are squirrelled 
away. On occasion I will look through Poets and Writers, Pushcart, or one of those 
journals that brims with poetry, but it’s easy to get overwhelmed by too much 
poetry all at once by several poets. I subscribe to The Believer, McSweensey’s, 
The New Yorker, and The Sun because I really like their criticism, reviews, fiction 
and non-fiction, and I love stumbling upon a poem or two in those periodicals. 
There is something exhilarating about paging through a busy journal and see-
ing a whole page devoted to one short poem. It’s sacred and demanding in that 
context--you know, the way poetry should be. Revered. There’s a place in my 
town called Al’s News Stand. They sell cigarettes and newspapers, as well as 
magazines with themes ranging from knitting to muscle cars, literary magazines 
and creative pornography--I like digging there. I also love to go to the bookstore 
owned by the publishing company I work for, Wolverine Farm Publishing.A lot of 
our books are donated so there’s always an interesting array of self-published 
chapbooks by unknown poets and some exquisite lost poems. Those are the best, 
really. Also, if you live in a college town most allow residents of the area to have 
a community library card, so that opens you up to order things from all over the 
state that you are in. Sometimes poems find you out in nature, on street signs, on 
bulletin boards, in a badly translated recipe, or in the misspeak of a child--those 
are my favorite poems to stumble upon.
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How do you keep track of all the stumbled upon outbursts you hear 
or read? Do you keep a journal?

I haven’t kept an official journal in a coon’s age, but I do long for the time when I  
have a book in every room and time. I’m quitting my jobs for the next 4 months to 
travel the US with Wolverine Farm Publishing, doing PR and getting people excited 
about literature and sustainable living, so I’ll have more time to listen and won-
der. One of my favorite ways to remember great things I heard, in the wild or at 
home, is to just repeat it to someone close to me. My husband and I have a made-
up language that is always being added to, so there are two minds cataloging 
beautiful phrases and funny sayings, like “a coon’s age.”

When you write or take notes, do you type or use a pen? Do you 
have a preference?

If I’m writing poetry I always use a pen. If I’m writing fiction, non-fiction, or any-
thing else besides a journal entry, I’ll type it.

What are you reading now?

I’m always reading a couple things, some more excitedly than others. I was read-
ing a super serious book called “The Anti-Theatrical Prejudice” which was very 
interesting, all about how since Plato, and before, there has been a mistrust and 
dislike for the art of dissembling. I was having a great time reading it but then 
Tina Fey’s new memoir came out and I have hardly  put that down since yes-
terday! Before that I read “The Time Falling Bodies Take to Light” and “House of 
Leaves.”

In your last letter, you told me very casually and without details that 
you and your husband were joining a circus? I’m all ears: what kind 
of circus?

So I started volunteering at a local bookstore, Matter Bookstore, a few years ago. 
As fate would have it I bumped into John Dorsey there once. [John Dorsey is a 
well-respected and much travelled poet who makes his home in Toledo, where he 
supports the poetry and arts community as an event coordinator at the Colling-
wood Arts Center and the sometimes host of a local, long-running open mic.] Any-
how, I met the people who run Wolverine Farm Publishing and grew to love their 
publications, mainly the Matter Journal. I began working as an editor only a year 
ago and then was chosen to represent the mission of Wolverine Farm Publishing 
on tour. The festival/circus I speak of is called “Tour de Fat” which is put on in 13 
or 14 majors cities across the US. New Belgium Brewery, a solar and wind
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powered brewery that promotes sustainability, bike riding, and environmental 
education. Anyway, the circus travels about and creates excitement, I guess is 
the best way to put it, about saving the planet, drinking good beer that is sus-
tainably made, and riding bikes. As a little publisher with a bicycle loving jour-
nal (Boneshaker) a literary journal (Matter) and a newspaper (Matterhorn) we 
are the perfect sideshow attraction so my husband, Aaron, and I will travel with 
them, camping along the way, and generate interest at the fests. Two other rep-
resentatives will meet us in each city and together we’ll spread the word, solicit 
submissions, and hopefully make a name for Matter Journal. We have to compete 
with acrobats, musicians, jugglers, sword swallowers, and some lovely dancing 
girls, so getting attention might get a bit theatrical.

What are the poets’s responsibilites, Natalie? Or more broadly, since 
you’re truly a Renaissance Woman, what are the artist’s 
responsiblities?

I think that art itself is a life. I’ve been discovering, just lately, that it isn’t a 
product or an outcome that an artist should strive for, rather a continuous 
creative energy that permeates every aspect of life. “Breathe in, Breathe out. 
Poem ends.” Isn’t that something Ray said? Another thing that reminds me of this 
intentional living is something that a Zen teacher once said, I think it was 
Shunryu Suzuki. “Sweep to sweep---” I read it for an acting class where were 
focusing on Stanislavki and Zen living, the idea being that forgetting the self is 
the door to authentic art and action. By living thoughtfully, intentionally, I feel 
like poems, plays, cakes, letters to friends, and even conversation can come 
naturally from a life that is living creativity. Don’t you see your life as full of art, 
and yourself as more of an artist now that you are a father, a farmer, a lover, a 
doer? I certainly see you as more creative than when you were writing a poem 
a day and being consumed by worry of where your next inspiration would come 
from. Now it is, right?

As far as my thoughts on art itself, I prescribe to Oscar Wilde’s preface to “Dorian 
Gray” where he famously says that real art is useless. Art is beauty, and by the 
elusive nature of art demands, it cannot be wrangle and used for any agenda, 
political or other. This usurping of art, by my definition, makes it no longer art. 
This is not to say that art does not have its place in, say, environmental con-
sciousness or public awareness of social issues, not at all. All I mean to say is that 
I think an artist, as a person who lives each moment with compassion for the 
earth and others, has a responsibility as a human to effect positive change. And 
who better for that job than a person who lives in flux, who perceives the world 
through beauty, and who can empathize, through imagination, the place of an-
other life? I also think that art that is made to reprimand, inform, or
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complain is usually preaching to the choir or so obvious that it insults its audience. 
I would much rather watch “Merchant of Venice” and draw my own conclusions on 
anti-Semitism in Elizabethan England, make my own parallels to our world today, 
and have something challenging to think about than watch a play where racial 
discrimation as a perennial problem is paraded around to an almost offensive de-
gree. An audience is not as dense as many artists believe, and have a tendency to 
believe because they have a bit of a superiority complex, and if we treat the au-
dience as the sensitive people we wish them to be, maybe they will be or will be-
come what we all wish.

Sometimes I think we get carried away with making missions, caring 
about social issues and academic achievement, etc.

That is the struggle, isn’t it? By labeling yourself as a scarlet letter “A” Artist ,you 
put a barrier up between yourself and living art. You imply stasis and focus the 
world, other humans, and experience inward to your Art and your own ego. This is 
a problem that has no solution besides the work and failure of avoiding it. Don’t 
misunderstand me, there is a place for naming yourself with our culture so people 
don’t overlook  you, but being an Artist is always after being a human. Oh, but it 
is so hard not to cultivate poems, not to wish for them so hard that you can’t see 
the beauty around you! Remember that poem that we enthused over. It was Ger-
ald Stern, I think, who describes eating a fruit over the kitchen sink, looking out 
the window at the birds. “King of tomatoes, king of grapefruit” or something like 
that. Do you think that Gerald set his alarm early to catch the light, made the 
grapefruit messy and juicy, tried with all his might to feel the cold floor under his 
bare feet? No, a great poet, like him, just lives like this and thinks in terms of in-
voking the gods in produce and gardens! Isn’t that it? You can’t set up sensuality 
but rather must get rid of the barrier that tells you “Oh, that’s good. Now I have to 
put that into a poem. Quick, stop everything and get me a pen and paper.” I think 
that a poem like that, one that celebrates the joy and wonder of having a garden, 
worshipping the earth, and seeing the literal fruits of your labor right outside your 
kitchen window will do more for environmental awareness than any whiny poem 
about oil spills or evil highways. At least for me. I hope that the connection is clear 
for others as well.  

This is part of a dialogue I’m having with poets in Toledo and I’m curi-
ous about your take on the Role of the Artist in the 21st Century.

You already know what I’ll say to this. Wonder. By wondering at everything, for-
getting all the angles and seeing the world from every direction. I think that art-
ists don’t spend enough time upside down, eyes in the grass, in trees, investigating
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tiny things with childlike curiosity, as if discovering everything for the first time. 
Wonder is what makes some of the most immortal literature. J.M. Barrie wrote “I’m 
youth, I’m joy,’ Peter answered at a venture, ‘I’m a little bird that has broken out 
of the egg.” Isn’t that how we should feel all the time? Full of life, possibility, and 
wonder at the newness of the world. I really ought to just speak for myself—I want 
to live a life of wonder and intentionality. Each moment, each breath, is a work of 
art, miraculous, and any medium of art that may secondarily come from that is a 
part of it, a Polaroid, a moment in time. I really do trust that if everyone who con-
siders themselves a maker of art lived with more intentionality the world would 
change for the better and art would become a new kind of transcendent. Some will 
say that’s idealistic, and kind of dumb, I know, but really, I don’t  give a flying fuck 
what they say.

Sweet Basil

Father Febrezio always says, 
“and that’s it”, at the end of his sentences.

He quietly weeds 
the sweet basil that grows fast
in the sandy bed outside the rectory door, 
dark green shoots smelling 
of warm chrism will soon become 
pesto between his mortar and pestle. 

Once I even caught him saying, 
“Body of Christ, and that’s it.”

Communion Wine

I thought it would taste salty like my own blood, 
but when I first tasted the communion wine, 
I felt my head begin to glow and my throat swell with strange 
warmth.
Kneeling afterwards, I saw myself as in a mirror,
my head a glowing orange ball of light held aloft by a red snake.
I bit my lip, salt-salt-salt.
They say it’s better to light a candle than to curse the 
darkness, 
yet this is the darkness that hides all the Holy’s secrets.
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Una Manet Nox
(One Night Remains)

I push on my eyes 
as if to keep them inside 
of my skull forever.
When I try to eat, 
everything tastes like tears, 
even when seasoned 
with spice cupboard pepper.
Remember when we drove 
through that cornfield? And 
the sound of the stalks as
we hit their rows in rhythm?
How I laughed ‘til I cried then
and the farmer shot his rifle
into the air, cursing us both forever.

October Saturday

I share some challah with apple butter
and a piece of honeycomb with a 
stray calico cat as I walk up Main St. 
She rubs against my ankle in gratitude.
She follows me to you. 
under my arm are some old records
to pawn at RPM and a sketchpad
in case I find that murderer. 
I stand in front of a display window at 
Valley Music and look at you through 
guitars hanging in the windows. 
Stranger with the delicate fingers, 
I would rather watch you from here
in the cold, windy October, 
where the wind has its way with my hair
and I can love the sun
only from minute to minute because of the gray, 
fast moving clouds.
You are teaching a little boy his rock chords,
your head bent in focus, nodding, 
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bending his soft pink fingers to make music.
You look up and out the window at me, 
I am teaching a cat to lick honey from my knuckles.
Maker of music, never smile at me or speak to me, 
or ask me for my name, just look back 
and wonder why the girl with the 
messy hair comes to stare so long in October.

Stellae, Cui Ego Lucet
(The stars, to whom I shine)

I dreamed it snowed 
stale round flakes like Eucharists, 
His precious body
dead and cold inside my shoes.
And I was the see-through girl
that sunlight passed through
without noticing or pressing 
on my small crystal bones. 
I was not dense and made of the earth, 
but of spider webs and 
fingerprints on bathroom mirrors, 
a transparent girl in 
glass lace stockings that never end. 
I wore a necklace of precipitation
and frost I collected 
from your late blooming dahlias.
If you want to find me someday, 
I am the spare beads that come 
with a wedding dress, 
in case some are loved off.
I am the space between the
cough of a cruel decision
and the glide of a velvet curtain
across a confessional door.
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Novice

I untie my nightgown with an icy hand. 

The cloister bells demand an evening Angelus
with every rise and fall. 

My new sisters’ lips are moved by the long list of Vespers
shaping their stiff mouths into vertical whispers, 
small yawns, not wide open, 
jaws rusted from the day’s silence, 
shackles chain the top kiss to the bottom. 

Wedding music for another Bride of God

laying cold on a straw mattress full of long yellow grabby fin-
gers. 

I am waiting for Him to come and paint my hair back on 
with His mighty arm. Everyone knows God is right-handed. 

The lilacs He sent me smell so disappointing
and all the magnolias
are ground to 
chocolate in the street.
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neeka allsup
by kerry trautman

Skate!
2011
oil on canvas
18”x24”
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Neeka Allsup wants to make you smile.  On her website’s masthead, she says, 
“I like to paint with oil paints. I love happy, fun, exciting, psychedelic, colorful, 
funny things.” To that end, the objects in the Chicago artist’s “Still Lives” primar-
ily are toys that one might expect be lighthearted and silly.  Instead, however, 
often the toys are depicted with eerie blank stares and are posed atypical 
situations. So while the viewer may produce the anticipated sweet smile 
reminiscent of childhood nostalgia, at the same time the paintings create an 
unsettling feeling.  Like a shelf full of toys in a sleeping child’s darkened room, 
there is a sense that the objects refuse to be what you want them to be.  
Instead they have a grown-up will, developed minds of their own and refuse to 
be thought-of simply as playthings.  Allsup, a collector and lover of toys provides 
for them a sort of a place in her adult world.  They can smoke and screw like 
they couldn’t if they were in the hands of any four-year-old owner they might 
have had.

Allsup’s “Birds” and the creatures in her “Monsters” series want to be brightly 
beautiful--with their colorful palette and gigantic eyes--and they might have 
succeeded if not for the warts and blisters and sinister smirks, if not for the 
bulging veins and shining flesh like melting wax.  Allsup’s paintings and illus-
trations contain the fanciful landscapes and subjects of childhood--rainbows, 
dolls, grassy lawns, cozy alcoves under awnings of tree branches.  But few of 
the works can be considered “happy” in the purest, lightest sense of the word. It 
seems fitting that Allsup’s earliest memory of her developing artistic talent was 
her winning a contest for drawing the best Halloween picture.  For as much as 
she wants to paint pretty things, she just can’t seem to keep her mind--and her 
paintbrush--fully out of the dark.

First tell me what you like to see in a great piece of art—not your 
own, necessarily, but in general.  What gets you excited?

I’ve tried to play multiple musical instruments and I just don’t get it. I really ap-
preciate music because I don’t understand how it works. Some music motivates 
me, like the band Health. I also get excited about listening to bad 90’s music.  
I like looking at other art to get me motivated. I like seeing art that is intricate 
and time consuming to make. Sometimes when I am in a bookstore or a museum I 
get so excited I have to pee.

When did you first realize you had an interest in/talent for creating 
art?
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I was at my Uncle’s wedding, it was October, I was five, there were a bunch of 
bored kids at the wedding that the adults didn’t know what to do with... So they 
made up a contest of whoever drew the best Halloween picture would win 5 dol-
lars. I was up against a bunch of older kids and still won, and that made me feel 
good, like I was a good artist. I was only five, didn’t have a purse or pockets in 
my dress, so I put the money in my underpants. I remember that I lost the money 
when I went to the bathroom.

Ok, that’s simultaneously one of the more uplifting and sad sto-
ries I’ve heard in a while.  Was it joy as a result of the praise of the 
adults at that time that you’ve clung to over the years?  Or the ad-
miration of your peers?  Or just the discovery of an ability?

Ah. I didnt meant for it to be sad. Its just a funny thing, giving a little kid money, 
because its like, what are they going to do with it? Little kids don’t know what to 
do with money. Anyway, that was just the first time I remember feeling like I was 
good at something. It was the first time I remember winning anything. I felt like, 
heck if I’m only five, and all these old kids aren’t any better at drawing, maybe I 
have a talent. That feeling was exciting.

What is it that you enjoy about oil paint in particular?

Oil paint is very forgiving, and takes forever to dry, so you have lots of time to 
work with it, blend it, make it smooth and fade colors. I like starting out painting 
all the things that are the darkest colors, like black, all the shadows, and then 
blending into the lights, like the shine on a pimple. When I paint with acrylics 
now, I panic. It’s drying! Shit! I gotta work faster! With oils there is no stress. Its 
like you can relax and take your time and watch what you’re doing and make it 
perfect.

So then how do you decide when you’re finished.  At what point do 
you say, “enough already!” and stop tinkering.  I know as a writer 
the urge to edit a little more, a little more…it can be like an addiction.  
Or a stalling tactic.

I will work on something for weeks and weeks and get most of it perfect. Then 
I will claim something is finished even when it’s pretty obvious that it isn’t. I 
would like to get rid of all the underlying pencil marks, and make things just look 
so crisp and clean, and have that one object as good looking as all the others
But sometimes I will leave pencil marks and thin paint, and leave some parts un-
finished. Its not laziness, my paintings have excrutiating details; its just 
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Barbie and My Little Pony Still life
2011
oil on canvas
27”x42”
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And So The Bell Tolls
2011
Oil on canvas
24”x30”
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there’s that one thing that wasn’t very fun or interesting enough for me to care 
to finish it like the rest of the painting.

On your website you wrote, “I love happy, fun, exciting, psychedel-
ic, colorful, funny things.”  But to my eye a lot of your work seems 
darker than that--the Monsters and Birds series, for instance, and 
both of your Landscapes.  Even your cast metal objects have a 
Tim Buton-esque, dreamlike creepiness.  I guess I’m wondering 
what exactly do you think of as “happy” or “fun?”

My older works are creepier and darker, and my old artist statement was also 
darker. The birds I have so many of started out looking so angry and mean, and 
disgusting, and slowly evolved into smiling, cute guys that were just covered in 
blisters and popping veins. My work used to be so dark, but then I realized that 
people would look at it and think it was well done, but they didn’t want it in 
their homes. And that made me sad. The point of being an artist for me was al-
ways that people would have my work around and enjoy it. So now my stuff is 
happier because I want people to look at it and get happy instead of all 
depressed. 

I grew up selling paintings as a kid, and all the way into high school. When I hit 
college (SAIC) my work got weird because of all the weird stuff I was getting 
myself into. I wanted to say something with “Rock ’n Roll Haunted House,” my 
senior year animation project. It was supposed to be a comment on overcon-
sumption and conceitedness and apathy. It was a great project that took a lot of 
time, but I couldn’t even show it to my grandma it was so gross. I realized later 
that the best way to make a statement about those things is just to paint stuff 
that has nothing to do with it. Now I made art that people like to have around. 

Did you play with Barbies as a child?  Do you remember forming 
any kind of a philosophical opinion of them at the time?

I played with Barbies a lot. They mostly just had a lot of sex, changed outfits, 
went to a dance to meet Ken, then had more sex. I had an older sister that in-
troduced the ideas-- me and my younger sister just went with it. My philosophi-
cal opinion then was that Barbie was a sexual icon. She had monster boobs and 
great legs, and awesome hair. I know there’s a big stigma around Barbie, and 
that people think she causes girls to have eating disorders and what not. But I 
never judged my body based off Barbie, she was a doll. I hate that Barbie is at-
tacked, but really it was stuff like Seventeen magazine that made me hate my-
self, because those girls were real people I could never be like, where as Barbie 
was a doll, a plastic model, it didn’t made sense to want to be like Barbie.
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Joe Camel Halloween Portrait #1
2011
oil on canvas
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Rocky Droop
2011
Oil on canvas
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Im Fine!!!
2011
oil on canvas
24”x40”
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I use her in my still lives or replicas of old paintings as Venus because I think its 
funny, not because I’m trying to make a political statement or anything.

Many children sense a kind of humanity in their toys--feeling sorry 
for them if they throw them, tuck pillows under their heads as if to 
make them comfortable, imagine they can talk and hear others talk-
ing. When you begin a still life including toys, what goes through 
your mind?  Do you find yourself assigning personalities to them? Or 
imagining how they would or would not want you to depict them?

I was definitely that kid that thought my stuffed toy was alive, and that if I 
could just turn around fast enough I might catch it in action. I would beg my toys 
to come alive, and promise them I wouldn’t freak out. Still never have convinced 
them. I like to think about that when I paint the eyes on the toys in my paintings. 
The eyes make you think the toy is a living thing when it is awake and sparkling. 

Do you own the toys you paint or do you borrow them from some-
one you know?  Either way, what makes you choose the particular 
objects?  What are you drawn to about them?  Personal memo-
ries? Color?  Their facial expressions?

I own them. I collect toys. I am crazy about toys. I like all the colors and the de-
tails. When I go about painting a toy still life, I pick things I think will be fun to 
paint. I need a lot of detail… certain kinds. I really love painting My Little Pony’s 
eyes for example. I also love painting shadows and contrasts like the folds in 
clothing.

Do you have any upcoming series or project brewing in your mind?  
Anything you’ve been wanting to paint that you haven’t yet begun? 

Nudge (my gallery in Humboldt Park) is being kicked out of our space. We had a 
big Art Opening called Halloween in July, where about 300 people showed up. 
Some people were drinking alcohol outside, and the bar next door (the California 
Clipper) called my landlord and so my landlord is not resigning our lease. I am go-
ing to move into a big warehouse with four other artists and we will continue to 
have themed shows. The next big show is called “Autumn Acid Trip” on September 
23rd where I am getting a couple of very strange paintings together. They com-
bine the vintage toys with the psychedelic trees, zombie birds and toxic waste-
lands I do.  I’m excited about the Autumn Acid Trip paintings. Just that whole 
show will be incredible.
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thefantasim
by ryan warner

the apple
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TheFantasim does great collage work..plan and simple. I am a big fan of her work.
Not only does she create fantastic dreamlike images but she was also nice enough 
to share her work with us and granted me an interview.

How long have you been creating and doing art work?

I’ve been interested in art since I was a child. I once wanted to be a comic strip 
artist. But, art became my life when I majored in Graphic Design in college, and 
eventually I received a Masters in Art Education.

What and who are your influences?

I am very much influenced by impressionism, surrealism, expressionism and the 
Fauvist. If I want to get inspired, I’ll look through books on these movements. So 
my favorite Master artists are Monet, Magritte, Degas, and Matisse. Browsing ex-
ceptional art at deviantArt also inspires me.

What go you interested in creating collage work?

I can’t remember. I just know at some point I begin teaching it to my students in 
public schools, I did some elaborate mix media ones for my graduate gallery show, 
and now I’m doing it digitally. I do want to get back to traditional collages and am 
currently collecting materials to do so.

What kind of equipment do you use? What kind of cameras? Editing 
programs?

I mostly use Paint Shop Pro for my digital work. I do have a deskjet printer with a 
flat bed scanner so that I can scan stuff to my hard drive. And I use a simple Sam-
sung digital camera for shooting pictures.

Website or portfolio address?

http://thefantasim.deviantart.com 

How do your ideas happen for your work? Can you describe your 
creative process a bit for us?
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amongst the butterflies
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spiritual lotus
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tour of the tower
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falling
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butterfly
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My ideas can come in many ways. Since I am a self-taught photo-manipulator, 
many of my ideas come when I’m browsing stock photos. Sometimes ideas 
come during that time period when I’m laying in bed before I fall asleep.  I’ve 
also created images based on poems that I’ve written; usually the writing 
comes first, I next visualize the image that illustrates the words, then I go 
searching for the stock. For me, having the stock first helps because it is 
difficult to have an idea then try to find just the right stock or just the right 
items around the house.  But at all times, I usually only start with a basic idea, 
and the image grows as I work on it. I come up with ways to make the image 
better or more complete.

Where do you get your images from? Do you use stock art? Do 
you shoot some images?

I think I answered this question above. I get most of my photo stock from de-
viantArt, but I do belong to a few stock and texture websites where I can get 
free downloads. And if I have what I need at home, I either scan it or use my 
camera to take digital photos. Using stuff from home is very rewarding.

king of nothing
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Art in Games Part 2:
Rated M for Mature

by josh meraz

Is it just for art or just for fun? Art in games continues. Advancement in the tech-
nology of the video game console has allowed for designers and developers to 
come together and make some real art. The truth is games are not just for kids 
anymore. Most of today’s next generation titles are rated M for mature by the 
ESRB. Blue prints for good games are becoming more and more apparent. Make it 
easy to pick up and play. Make it good and bloody. Make it cuss like a sailor? Let’s 
face it, kids represent a much smaller market than adults. Reason number one: 
Adults are the ones forking over the green and will gladly pay $59.99 for a next 
generation title, but if it doesn’t have lasting play value it has the potential to 
be cast aside like an ex-girlfriend. Walk into any Gamestop, Buybacks or Bestbuy 
and you’ll bare witness to a graveyard of discarded discs. Where do bad games 
go when they die? Answer: back on the shelf as a used title. More and more con-
sumers are discovering the value of trade. Although great for the consumer, the 
trade market is the easiest way game developers lose money. Sad, but true. The 
uprise of game trading has truly revolutionized the way people buy games. Why 
pay full price when you can get it used for less? On the flip side, game developers 
can still get the upper hand, but only if a title is guarantied to fly off the shelves 
at launch. Thankfully, Gamestop stores continue to push pre-order sales. Also, 
there is an instant gratification that continually appeals to most. Buy now trade 
later.

When new games don’t fly off the shelves they go to a purgatory called the bar-
gain bin. Generally, you will find a lot of kiddie titles here, but bargain bin shop-
ping isn’t all that bad and there are even some bargain bin treasures worth tak-
ing a look at. One such bargain bin anomaly is Metal Gear Solid 4. This bargain 
bin treasure received a 10 out 10 rating at gamespot.com and is truly worth more 
than it’s current bargain bin price of fifteen bucks. This title was released by 
Konami exclusively for the Playstation 3 and despite the lengthy loading times 
and complex controls, MGS4 still manages to provide a unique atmosphere like no
other. It’s a third person shooter, it’s a stealth game, and it’s a...soap opera? No 
doubt this game is riddled with characters and back story. This game breaks the
rule of pick up and play and therefore is a little more audience specific, but it



Modern day “operation” game 
curtesy of Dead Space 2.
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definitely rocks the next generation world with superb graphics and 
revolutionary gameplay. Although there are plenty of options for lethal at-
tacks your favorite weapon will be the dart gun. With it you can make your 
enemies feel. I’m not joking. Another sweet item is your chameleon suit. Once 
equipped, the suit enables the user to blend into the ground. So long as you 
remain still you will be invisible to any passerby. This feature is well animated 
and to see it in action will blow your mind. In fact, the entire game is mind 
blowing and should not be the last of its’ kind.

At the time Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots was released creator Hideo 
Kojima announced that he would retire the franchise from next generation 
consoles, however, Metal Gear Solid Rising is currently in production and is set 
to release on Microsoft’s Xbox360 as well as the PS3. It is said that this will be 
a fast-past action game featuring the character Raiden. I suspect this game 
will be pick up and play. Pick up and play is the new industry standard and for 
good reason. There is nothing worse than trying out a brand new game only 
to be bogged down by control issues. Good control can make all the difference, 
especially in fast-pace games like Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 and Medal of 
Honor. Complex controls slow the game’s pace. It can be really frustrating play-
ing a game that pairs complex controls with fast pace action. Thankfully, most 
next gen hits come complete with tutorials.

“You can turn off tutorials at anytime in the options section of the pause 
screen.”

Tutorials are basically help screens that appear during gameplay that contain 
information that is not only helpful, but most likely needed. Tutorials are often 
triggered at key moments throughout the first level of any campaign and may 
even appear at more difficult points in the game. Sometimes you even have 
the option to turn them on and off (applause). Because they occur as a pop-up 
screen during gameplay, tutorials are generally invasive to the games atmo-
sphere as well as effect the overall look. The upside is, tutorials offer more of 
a convenient way to learn the controls of a freshly unpacked game than hav-
ing to pause the game and read the printed manual. For today’s gamer reading 
the manual is and should remain completely optional (applause). That means a 
much shorter learning curve for even the most novice of players. A shorter time 
getting used to the controls means more time having fun. Still, some games 
start with training arenas, even sequels. All in the Call of Duty franchise con-
tain bootcamp training arenas. I find it obsolete and a waste of time. Training 
arenas belong as an option at the main menu and should not be included in



the campaign. The point of any game is to gradually progress from the easiest 
level to the more difficult. It has been that way since the reign of the arcade. If 
I’m good enough for Blackops than I shouldn’t be sent back to bootcamp. Throw 
me into the thick of battle, Sarge. I’m ready!

Tutorials are just one part of what is called an interface and can really affect the 
look of a game. Their can be many aspects to a an interface, but for video games   
the most important are the title screen, the main menu, the options menu, the 
pause(in game) menu and the hud. Arguably the title screen is the most exciting 
part of the interface. Granted, you wouldn’t necessarily need a title screen for 
any interface to work given that the title can fit just as easily on the main menu, 
but there’s nothing like the impact of seeing a title screen for the first time. 
There’s music, subtle animation and just under the title is the word start invit-
ing you to go on to the main menu by pushing the start button on your control-
ler. Don’t touch that controller! If it’s your first time playing the game you should 
always wait to go to the main menu. After about a minute a video will start pre-
viewing the gameplay. Don’t worry, it won’t spoil anything for you. It is just a 
taste of mayhem to come. Unless your playing some dull sports game. Then it’s 
just more of the same. Send your hate mail to j_meraz@yahoo.com.

From sports games to platform games specific elements are in place to create 
atmosphere. If you look to the option screen you may even have control over 
some of these key elements. The key elements you are likely to have control of 
are brightness, music, sound f/x, and dialogue. Often times you can adjust your 
brightness and save these settings thereby avoiding adjustments to your televi-
sion, which is a much bigger pain in the ass since the dawn of the HD era. Horror 
games are the main culprit for over blackening your screen. Good game develop-
ers always plan for brightness adjustments and those of the horror genre plan 
for in game lighting changes by including an option in the pause menu. You can’t 
have good macabre without a healthy amount of darkness, but you also need 
to be able to see your objectives somewhat clearly, especially in a game where 
you’re required to scan an area for clues or objects. Sometimes music can aid in 
the search as well. Such is the case for Rockstar Game’s latest endeavor L.A. Noir. 
Music plays whilst you investigate a crime scene and will continue to play until all 
relevant clues are discovered. And if you get stuck on what to do, you can always 
ask your partner by walking up to him and pressing the square button. He will 
respond audibly eliminating  the need for pop up screens. This makes for a more 
seamless playground, an essential part of any next gen hit. L.A. Noir plays like a 
spruced up Grand Theft Auto, but it definitely has a lot more to offer as far as art 
direction. It takes place in Los Angeles during the 40‘s and it definitely looks like 
it. It’s called L.A. Noir, but it could have just as easily been called Dragnet given 
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that the lead character is a “just the facts, ma’am” type (stop here and google 
Dragnet). Much like Grand Theft Auto, Rockstar’s landmark franchise hit, the sub-
ject matter can get pretty racy and you will run into a good amount of sleaze, but 
the role you play is on the right side of the law and you will NOT slap, shoot, or mo 
down a hooker. In fact, you are prohibited from running over civilians and will be 
penalized. I just said penal. You CANNOT draw your pistol against civilians or even 
throw down. You CAN, however, commandeer an automobile at anytime a la GTA. 
It is rated M for Mature and you WILL see nude dead girls, investigate “two dead 
negros” and get into fist fights with hispanics. If that doesn’t offend you then the 
two things I found quite disturbing will. What I found odd about the game’s art 
direction was the fact that none of the dames I mean ladies had a decent hair style 
or wardrobe. They all look like my grandmother. Sickening! Also, where the hell are 
all the kids playing in the neighbor hood streets? Deplorable! And why can’t I buy a 
God damn hotdog from the hotdog vendor, but everyone else can? Gasp!
Along with visuals, audio is just as important to any game and both work much 
the same in video games as they do with any major motion picture. Because games 
today carry more of a cinematic feel there is a definite call for a score with high 
production value versus just a one man jam on a keyboard. Options to lower and 
raise the levels of the music often coincide with the ability to hear the sound f/x or 
dialogue clearly. If you have an Xbox 360 than you have the added option of omit-
ting the soundtrack all together in favor of your music library. I would strongly 
suggest limiting this feature to multiplier only. The soundtrack is there for a rea-
son and you could potentially lose out of the full gaming experience. Another way 
to lose out is not being able to hear the dialogue properly. The option to adjust 
dialogue volume and even add subtitles is invaluable. Story is one of the main rea-
sons to progress through any campaign. Give me every scream and every swear 
word. I new it was rated M for mature when I bought the damn game and I’ll be 
damned if I’m not gonna get my fucking money’s worth!

Due to mandatory scheduled maintenance, the next test is currently unavailable. It 
has been replaced with a live-fire course designed for military androids. The En-
richment Center apologizes and wishes you the best of luck. -GlaDOS (Portal)

If you’ve never played the game Portal then you seriously missed out on a truly 
memorable gaming experience, particularly the dialogue. Portal was released on 
next gen consoles via a package called the Orange Box which also contained Half 
Life 2, some add on content for Half life 2 and a multiplayer called Team Fortress 2. 
Sadly the graphics are only slightly updated and technically aren’t worthy of the 
next generation stigma, but Portal remains a heavy contender with the release of 
Portal 2 just this year. Portal makes use of a simple tech design used in many other 
games, but it does it with such style that it stands out above the rest. It is first



person, but it’s not a shooter it’s a puzzler? Equipped with only a portal gun which 
creates one portal in and one portal out of many a wall and platform, the object 
of this game is to think your way to survival whilst a sadistic artificial intelligence 
leads you from one “training mission” to the next. Portal sometimes requires you 
to use momentum in order to reach specific targets. You will walk, run, and drop 
through portals and although your journey will be somewhat short, you’ll want to 
stick around through the credits. The dialogue is well worth it.

“The Cake is a lie.”

Next generation gaming will excel in brilliant art direction. Developers are even 
now looking for new and intuitive ways to fuse standard gameplay with what 
could be the new standard. They’re looking to create the “big daddy” of all next 
generation games and it’s going to take an arsenal of tools to accomplish. Such 
was the case for 2k’s 2008 sensation, Bioshock. At its’ core it’s a first-person 
shooter, but aside from new and intriguing weapons you will face crazed adver-
saries amongst eerie 1940‘s dance hall music. Your biggest adversary is what looks 
like a giant aquarium accent called “big daddy” and will protect the “the little sis-
ters” at any cost. Bioshock takes place in an underwater facility called Rapture 
built in 1946 and offers a great looking game with tons of choices for weapons 
and upgrades. Next generation gaming is all about being able to make choices. Do 
I save this little damsel in a dress or do I destroy her for personal gain? Do I waste 
bullets on this enemy or would it be more fun to melee. Avid gamers will not only 
appreciate the right to choose with heart felt applause, but with their wallets as 
well. Choice not only offers a sense of realism, but it makes a game more fun to 
play as well.

Another aid to realism are environmental effects. Environmental effects range 
from basic strobe effects to the more important destruction of surrounding ob-
jects. Many gamers, myself included, had hoped for these types of effects to be 
executed on a much larger scale given the recent jump in power and performance 
with both the release of the Xbox360 and the PS3. Aside from Red Faction: Guerilla 
and Red Faction: Armageddon which offer near obliteration of many a structure 
and vehicle most new games only offer triggers. Triggers are not a new element, 
but have greatly improved since the Tomb Raider era. Triggers are what game de-
velopers use to make a game seem realistic. Triggers are the reason  hat enemies 
attack you. They also cause cutscenes to play. Imagine strolling down a obscenely 
dark corridor when suddenly...something happens. That something was caused by 
a trigger. It is usually as simple as walking, but can even happen when you chose 
not to engage an enemy like in Visceral’s 2011 hit Dead Space. If an enemy ap-
proaches slowly(rare) or you are rushed by a hoard(more than likely) and
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Video conference call via 
Dead Space 2. Closed Cap-
tioned for the hearing 
impaired.



you are late in defending yourself an interactive animation will trigger. Thank-
fully the good people at Visceral Games created a way to put you in harms way 
without completely annihilating you. When the interactive animation is triggered 
you will have an opportunity to gain the upper hand by mashing on the x button. 
You’ll know when it’s time to push the x button when an x button appears on the 
screen. Should you fail another cutscene will trigger where you must watch the 
demise of the protagonist before it will restore you to a checkpoint.

Dead Space and Dead Space 2 incorporate many elements that allow for an ab-
solutely well crafted game. One very intuitive aspect to the Dead Space interface 
is the hud. It is nearly invisible. Where most next gen games omit the health bar 
all together, Visceral decided in favor of an unusual and brilliant placement, right 
on the protagonist. It’s located right along the spine and looks like part of your 
space suit. It’s completely noninvasive to the gameplay given that the game is in 
third person, remains a nice cosmetic. Another great feature is the ammo count 
being located right on the weapon. In fact, most of the interface, when activated, 
is floating just ahead of you like a holographic technological wonder. It truly does 
nothing more than add to the atmosphere. This blend of design and development 
is important to the industry and needs to continue.

Artists and technicians alike hold the key to the future of gaming. We can’t just 
rely on the technology. There has to be a since of artistry. Although motion tech-
nology does hold some answers as to what is in store for the future of gaming it 
is not the sole answer. Neither is 3D the answer. I guarantee they will play a part, 
but beyond that I think the industry needs more than technology to continue its’ 
propulsion into the future. It needs artists.

“Everybody does it their own way. There are so many options for people in terms 
of how you make games and what you’re going to make. I think it’s still the wild 
west.” -Ted Price(insomniac)

Watch these rated M for mature trailers and be inspired:
Bayonetta featuring music by La Roux
Bioshock
Dead Island
Alice: The Madness Returns
L.A. Noir
Dead Space 2
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Tom Waits-Bad As Me
   This album isn’t even out yet and all I’ve heard 
is from his 
   website but it’s already made my list of music I 
can’t stop 
   listening too..cause when it’s out ...mmmm good!

ziggy marley-wild and free
   a must have for any reggae fan..or anyone 
that is down
   wth peace, love, and justice in a harsh 
world..pluse you
   get a duet with woody harrelson...far out!

mumford and sons-sigh no more
   a late find for me..thank goodness my 
zune went crazy
   and forced me to delete everthing and 
then put on 
   stuff i haven’t heard yet...this hasn’t 
left my ears 
   this week....great lyrics and even better 
music.
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Sounds       
stephen marley- revelation part 1
   another great reggae artist from 
     the great
   marely family...a must have..plus it 
       features a ton of great musicians

Stardeath and white dwarfs-the birth
    this is the nephew of wayne coyne..
  following in the pyschedlic 
      music of his uncle ...with 
  more
        of a blues feel. good shit. 
  can’t wait for more music from
   this 
    band.
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Taste
Peach jalapeno salsa
2 cups tomatoes
2cups peaches 
1 diced onion
2-5 jalapenos
a drizzle of honey
1tbsp. of apple cider vinegar
1tbsp. of lime juice
feel free to add any other peppers you want..

i use banna peppers and bell peppers

chop and mix all ingrediants
together and store for a few hours...
then enjoy!!!
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Taste
Salmon Pizza
1 canned salmon drained good
capers
diced red onion
pizza crust
olive oil
garlic
mushrooms

spinach

the olive oil is your sauce..plut on crust
then put on your toppings..however much 
you want...bake in the oven until done...

i prefer a whole wheat crust but do want you want
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*All works published are reproduced with permission of the 
artist. Artist retains all copyrights to the artwork and the 
image will not be reproduced or used in any other format.

This is a Random 
Dharma Jazz 
Production
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